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reader, in teaching the spelling of the new words.    They
may profitably relieve themselves of the trouble.
Special Devices
To secure good, or forestall bad, spelling from the
outset the teacher should insist on the pupil's transcribing
faithfully: persistence and insistence here can gain its
end, for accuracy in transcription is within every normal
pupil's power, and it is a habit that spreads to his read-
ing and writing also. As free composition begins spelling
mistakes always occur, for the pupil writes from memory
not from sight of the words. The error being indicated
l)y the uniform symbol, the pupil should write out the
correct form four or five times and if it still worries him
can add it to his private list of spelling £ demons', or
special spelling traps which every pupil should compile
for himself, and run his eye down the first thing every
morning.
Besides this the teacher can have his list of errors
•common in his class, and post them publicly in large
letters, and try them on his class at regular intervals.
A separate list for the whole school is not worth
while. Pairs of difficult words identically or similarly
sounded should be practised in contrast, and in sentences ;
for it is no good to know they are differently spelt
unless you know which word has which meaning attached
to it. Examples are affect and effect, principal and
principle, precede and proceed, practice and practise,
prophesy and prophecy, dual and duel, two, too and to
<they are sometimes trios), week and weak, bare and
bear. There are many others.
There is no need for the sake of spelling, to keep the
early primer or reader to words of so-called regular for-
mation.    A/ say-and-look ' method .will suffice for intro-
ducing a pupil to the many irregular words that are com-
mon enough to claim an early place in his vocabulary-
It will  assist  spelling  if common irregular- words,
appear in sentences which he practises.for.handwriting;.,
^The spelling game may also be introduced, for th&
pupils' leisure amusement, if they take to it* .
Every   pupil   should   have   a   short   dictionary   for,
reference,

